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Building real-time analysis and forecast system for regions 

where CMRE sea-trials are performed 

Main Scientific Goals:

1] Exploiting exceptional observational capabilities (e.g. LOGMEC17) in a high-

resolution data assimilation context, i.e. exploiting the sea-trail as a “Data 

Assimilation Lab” (short term)

• Investigate optimal strategies for assimilating glider and satellite data 

(verifying the results against each other)

e.g. Cross-parameter balances, vertical propagation of observational 

information etc.

• Investigating optimal synergy of gliders and altimetry data 

e.g. Multi-scale data assimilation strategies

2] Supporting observational campaigns with a state-of-the-art hybrid ensemble-

variational oceanographic forecasting system (middle term)

3] Long-term research objectives

• Impact of small-scale (ADCP, Scanfish) physical data assimilation on acoustic 

characterization

• Assimilation of acoustic measurements into coupled ocean analysis systems
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Observational dataset considered here

+ Scanfish data, ADCP profiles from LOGMEC17 + HF radar

+ SST (IR/MW) + a very few Argo floats, drifters, SSS, etc.
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Two one-way nested NEMO based regional model implementations

Focus on the parent model

Bathymetry (m)

1
2

Parent model

Area: Ligurian Sea

Resolution: 1.8 km, L91

LBC: CMEMS Med-MFC

SBC: NCEP operational

SST: nudging to CMEMS L4

regional product (CNR/ISAC)

Initializ.: CMEMS Med-MFC

Vertical Mixing: GLS
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Two one-way nested NEMO based regional model implementations

Focus on the parent model

Child model

Area: Ligurian Sea

Resolution: 0.6 km, L91

LBC: CMEMS Med-MFC

SBC: NCEP operational

SST: nudging to CMEMS L4

regional product (CNR/ISAC)

Initializ.: CMEMS Med-MFC

Vertical Mixing: GLS
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Three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) analysis system

𝐽 𝛿𝒙 =
1

2
𝛿𝒙𝑇 𝐁 −1𝛿𝒙 +

1

2
𝐇𝛿𝒙 − 𝐝 𝑇𝐑−1 𝐇𝛿𝒙 − 𝐝 .    

𝐽 𝒗 =
1

2
𝒗𝑇𝒗 +

1

2
𝐇𝑽𝒗 − 𝐝 𝑇𝐑−1 𝐇𝑽𝒗 − 𝐝 .    With 𝛿𝒙 = 𝑽𝑳𝒗𝑳 + 𝑽𝑺𝒗𝒔

Multi-scale DA 

imposed through 

hybrid formalism

(augmented 

control vector)

On-going development: 

separate large and short scale 

analysis (time and space) with 

asymmetric impact from 

different observing networks
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Sea level balance for use in data assimilation

The balance (cross-covariance) between sea level and temperature and salinity crucially

determines the partition and propagation of the altimetry information in the sub-surface. The

adjoint of the balance operator maps back increments of sea level observations onto (gradients

of) profiles of temperature and salinity

• Analytical balances (imposed in the definition of 𝑽, i.e. dynamic height)

• Statistical balances (estimated as cross-covariance and implicitly inserted in the

EOFs)

• Semi-analytical balances (simplified barotropic model)

• Mixed balances where the sea level is composed of a balanced component (from

an analytical balance) and an unbalanced component (statistically estimated as

cross-covariance between (T, S) and the residuals of the balance)

𝛿𝒙 = (𝛿𝜼, 𝛿𝑻, 𝛿𝑺) = 𝑲𝒅𝑲𝜌𝑽𝒉𝑽𝒗𝒗 𝛿𝜼 = −
𝟏

𝜌0
න
𝒛𝒍

𝟎

𝛿𝜌 𝑑𝑧

𝛿𝒙 = (𝛿𝜼, 𝛿𝑻, 𝛿𝑺) = 𝑽𝒉𝑽𝒗𝒗

𝛿𝜼 = 𝛿𝜼𝒃 + 𝛿𝜼𝒖 = 𝑲𝒅𝑲𝜌𝑽𝒉𝑽𝒗
𝒖 𝒗 + 𝑽𝒉𝑽𝒗

𝒖 𝒗 𝛿𝜼𝒖 = 𝛿𝜼 − 𝛿𝜼𝒃

𝒃𝒙 =
𝑔

𝜌0
𝐻
0
𝑧
0 𝛿𝜌

𝑑𝑥
𝑑𝑧′ 𝑑𝑧 𝒃𝒚 =

𝑔

𝜌0
න
𝐻

0

න
𝑧

0 𝛿𝜌

𝑑𝑦
𝑑𝑧′ 𝑑𝑧 𝑲𝒃 ∶ 𝛿𝜼 = 𝒑 𝒃𝒙 + 𝒒 𝒃𝒚
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Sea level balance for use in data 

assimilation

Verifying the sea level balance: comparison 

of (non-assimilated) glider misfits versus 

SLA-driven analysis increments

GLIDERS DYN. H. STAT.

CO-LOCATION ON 05/11/2017
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Skill scores

Temperature RMSE Temperature RMSE

Temperature RMSE Temperature RMSE degC

degC

degC

degC
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Observation error covariance matrix

Track 1

Track 2

Almost tridiagonal 

matrix

𝐽 𝛿𝒙

=
1

2
𝛿𝒙𝑇 𝐁 −1𝛿𝒙 +

1

2
𝐇𝒊𝛿𝒙 − 𝐝𝒊

𝑇𝐑𝒊
−1 𝐇𝒊𝛿𝒙 − 𝐝𝒊 +

+
1

2


𝑘=0

𝑁

𝐇𝒌𝛿𝒙 − 𝐝𝒌
𝑇𝐑𝒌

−1 𝐇𝒌𝛿𝒙 − 𝐝𝒌

Redefine the variational cost function

to allow for along-track observation error

correlations

Usual term 

for in-situ obs
Usual term 

for background

𝐑𝒌 = 𝑶𝒌 + 𝑫𝒌
𝟏/𝟐 𝑪𝒌 𝑫𝒌

𝟏/𝟐 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
𝑑𝑖,𝑗

2

2𝐿2
)with and

Terms for the

N satellite tracks

Allowing only along-track errors reduces potential problems 

linked to i) explicit inversion of R, ii) preconditioning of the 

minimization and iii) spurious correlations
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L

On-going work: Estimating the along-track observation-error length-scale

through analysis of glider-altimetry differences,

By looking at the differences between sea level anomaly from altimetry and

dynamic height from gliders:

If it is assumed that errors

between SLA and DH are

not correlated and that

the spatial correlations of

DH errors are negligible

Then:

𝑬 𝒅𝒊
𝑻 𝒅𝒋 ≅ 𝑬 𝒆𝒊

𝑺𝑳𝑨 𝑻

𝒆𝒋
𝑺𝑳𝑨

𝑬 𝒅𝒊
𝑻 𝒅𝒋 ≅ 𝑬 𝒆𝒊

𝑺𝑳𝑨 𝑻

𝒆𝒋
𝑺𝑳𝑨

+ 𝑬 𝒆𝒊
𝑫𝑯 𝑻

𝒆𝒋
𝑫𝑯

𝒅𝒊 = 𝑺𝑳𝑨𝒊 − 𝑫𝑯𝒊 = 𝒆𝒊
𝑺𝑳𝑨

− 𝒆𝒊
𝑫𝑯

𝒊 ≠ 𝒋:

𝒊 = 𝒋:
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Assessment from 8 tracks (111 co-located obs)

INITIAL RESULTS (AUG-NOV 2017)

The co-location method 

indicates that about half 

of the covariance has 

spatial scale of the order 

of 12 km 

(assuming a Gaussian 

shape) 
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Experimental results

Results suggest that significant improvement are found for temperature for selected forecast 

ranges and depths, salinity below 100 m of depth (not shown) and SLA. 

The impact is neutral elsewhere.

Speed of minimization convergence (number of iterations) is not affected by the change
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A prototypical hybrid system

64-member ensemble

With 3DVAR ingesting

Perturbed observations

2x SST (OSTIA vs CNR)

2x ATM. FIELDS (NCEP vs ECMWF)

2x BULK FORMULAS (CORE vs MFS)

2x LBCs (MERCATOR vs MFS)

3x STOCHASTIC PHYSICS (IN-HOUSE SPPT  module)

1x DETERMINISTIC PHYSICS

Period: AUG-2017 to NOV-2017 (LOGMEC17 period)

Goal: Calibrate Hybrid system (weight to give to ensemble-derived covariances)

4x
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Stochastic physics through SPPT in the ocean
An SPPT scheme for NEMO (3.6) was recently developed to at CMRE to investigate the 

impact of stochastic physics on short-term small-scale ocean predictability (focusing on 

mid and high latitudes)

Formulation
dT/dt = [1 + w(z)*n(t)] * M(t) 

where n(t) is the collinear perturbation given by the 

SPPT scheme, M(t) being the model tendencies.

w(z) is a vertical weight. 

n(t) is an AR(1) process with given de-correlation 

time scale. 

Options
It allows for spatially-varying temporal 

de-correlation scale and for detailed 

selection of processes to perturb

(all momentum and tracers terms can 

be perturbed)

On-going extensions
- Selected sea-ice processes (HDIFF,LACC,ALB)

- SPP, SKEB extensions

Collaboration with ECMWF (supported by COST)
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3.5-month evolution

First two weeks ~ ensemble spinup

(adjustment especially to new LBCs)
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Evaluating the impact of the different ensemble generation components

Dominant effect of LBC 

(barotropic component)

On SSH spread

Perturbation of input 

atmospheric fields 

more relevant than bulk 

formula

Not so large 

effect of SST 

perturbation 

(but may 

depend on the 

nudging 

configuration)

Stochastic physics has 

a small but non-

negligible effect
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Evaluating the impact of the 

different configurations

The 64 ensemble members are 

clustered together to assess the 

impact of a specific input dataset or 

formulation

Significant 

improvement at depth 

using MFS BDT (w.r.t. 

MERC). Slight 

improvement at the sea 

surface for T, almost 

neutral for S
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A prototypical hybrid system

M01

M02

M48

M00

M01

M02

M48

Ensemble

Anomalies

M00

BG

EDA EDA

forecast

Analysis

Recentering

forecast

Analysis

Recentering

Formulation (augmented control vector)

𝜹𝒙 = 𝛼𝑽𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒗𝒆𝒏𝒔 + 𝛽𝑽𝒄𝒍𝒎𝒗𝒄𝒍𝒎

𝛽2 = 1 − 𝛼 2

BG

BG

BG

Recentering

of the ensemble mean

𝜹𝒙𝒊 = 𝜹𝒙𝒊 −
𝒊
𝜹𝒙𝒊 + 𝜹𝒙𝑴𝟎𝟎

Issues to be investigated in more details:

• EDA with only climatological covariances (𝛼 = 0)

• EDA with ESRKF (ETKF) for data-intermittent applications like LOGMEC
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NREP18 

sea-trial
Advancing observational 

and modeling capabilities 

for high latitude 

environmental 

characterization

Assessment of oceanographic-

acoustic properties and variabilities

High Latitude domains, in particular in 

the critical areas connecting the North 

Atlantic to

the Arctic region and the western

Barents Sea

- To investigate 3D effects of intense

ocean front dynamics on acoustic

propagation.

- To reveal small scale ocean features

in critical areas aiming to assess their

impact on acoustic properties

32 partners from NATO countries, including 

University, Research Institutes, Space and 

Defense organisms
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Modeling frameworkCurrent approach:

Pan-Arctic “parent” with data 

assimilation (7kmL91) 

NEMO+LIM3+3DVAR

Assimilation of SST, SIC, SLA, In-situ

(Argo, CTDs, gliders, etc.)

+

2 one-way nested “children” (2KmL91, 

dynamical downscaling) focusing on 

the main research areas and with tides 

and non-linear free-surface

Forced by ECMWF

and using CMEMS obs data 

(+NREP18)
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Scientific topics

Impact of

- advection scheme

- LBC formulation

- vertical mixing 

On the front 

location forecasts

Dashed: v0

Solid: v1

White: SST

5-day forecast valid for 25-JUN-2018

Forecasting

front position

1) Summer-time short-term predictability of Icelandic front: impact of different observing networks (targeted 

gliders, XBT and CTD casts), SBC/LBC/ICs formulation and advection schemes

2) Impact of multi-variate (weakly vs strongly coupled) sea-ice/ocean data assimilation on the Arctic scores
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Summary

Focus on building operational systems with data assimilation 

capabilities at eddy resolving resolution, to which sub-mesoscale

resolution configuration are nested to (in the Ligurian and Arctic Seas) 

as modeling counterpart of observational campaigns

Focus on exploiting the synergy of different observing networks (mostly 

gliders and altimetry) to ameliorate data assimilation schemes

Focus on building probabilistic forecasts and hybrid multi-scale data 

assimilation schemes, in particular aiming at improved ensemble 

generation methods (stochastic physics, etc.)

Thank you, Questions?


